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Anne Jensen Skincare

France has nearly for a century been pioneer in skincare and skincare ingredients.
With eye on the future Anne Jensen choose France to  develope the future of the skincare.

In every skincare products from Anne Jensen lies ingredients sourced with care and treated with frensh expertise.


Natural grown

Natural grown are sustainable grown in every steps. traditional grown medtods
respect the natural nutrients in the process, producing the highest quality

ingredients based on techniques used for generations .

Anne Jensen Diamond Skincare are  between 84 % to 100 % natural ingredients.
A part of the line are cosmos organic ecocert greenlife manufactured ingredients.


Anne Jensen Diamond skincare is a clean beauty line based on aqua marine botanicals,

 which calm the skin and natural botanicals which helps improve the skin.

Sustainable
If we really want the sustainable line then it's all about the finest ingredients for the

skincare itself and the most recyclable materials for the packaging.
And for skincare produced in the finest ingredients, glass packaging is preferable as they can be recycled.

The purer the ingredients used in skincare the harder they have to work with
plastic material and they often end up rancid.



The packagings are recyclable. How to sort depend on your country way to recycle.



DIAMOND MARINE BODY BUTTER

Butteriness: intensely hydrates to give the epidermis a maximum of
comfort and flexibility.
Vitamin A protective and antiooxidant actions recognieed on skin.
SMOOTHER 120% SOFTNESS 70% FIRMER UP TO 70&

DIAMOND MARINE HYDRA BODY MILK

Concentrated in sensoriality, this velvety care naturally the body skin with its creamy
and melting texture. Nourishing plant oilsand shea butter  diffuse their benefits.
Stimulating, laminara seaweed extract and
vitamin E boost and revitalize the skin, from the tip of the feet to the neck.
Wrapped in a cocoon of softness, the skin feels hydrated, soft and smooth

Can be used by all skin types

                  DIAMOND
MARINE  BODY COLLECTION



DEHYDRATED SKIN  & OIL SKIN TREATMENT

MORNING

STEP
1 DIAMOND AQUA MARINE SERUM
In a single step,this genuine precious serum with marine ingredient
mixes the active ingredients
of the serum and the ingredients sublimate the skin and illuminate the complexion .
Luxury and efficiency are perfectly combined.
For best result 1 apply Diamond aqua Marine serum wait 2 sek. and apply on top
Diamond Marine day serum cream. A super hydro booster kit for your skin.

2 DIAMOND MARINE DAY SERUM CREAM
Apply on the skin, This rich creamy serum hydrates the skin and immediately renew
its natural from the inside out ,for longlasting results.
Use alone as a day and night serum cream or use in connection
with the Diamond aqua marine serum.

Apply the diamond aqua marine serum wait 2 sek. and apply
Diamond marine day fluid.

NIGHT USE REPEAT  STEP 1 AND 2

Marine Alge calm down the skin



DIAMOND SOOTHING SERUM
This day and night face serum applied every evening on a
cleansed skin. A few drops are enough;
on the the palms of the hands, and apply from the center of
the face to its outline, and on the neck.

Normal  and dry skin allround use

HOME TREATMENT

MASK MELTING MASK
With its unique texture transforming into oil, this mask
provides to the skin an exfoliating
care with an incomparable softness.
Thanks to its formula without abrasive particles,
it gently removes impurities and
dead cells on the skin.
A clean skin for a radiant complexion!
apply on clean skin let it work in 15 min. massage with
water and rinse off with water.

DIAMOND SOOTHING
        COLLECTION



CLEANSING

MAKE UP REMOVER BALM
This cleansing gel is a cocktail of moisturizing actives ingredients
(organic jojoba oil, organic corn flower oil) which act in
synergy to refresh, sootheand purify the skin.
Massaged into the skin , the cleansing transparent gel changes
into an oil,then into a milky
rinse-of emulsion. Specially designated for sensitive and irritated
skins, it unites the clean
and fresh feeling of a gel and the comfort of an oil. Rinse with water.

DIAMOND CLEANSING OIL    ( MAKE UP REMOVE & WASH OIL)
Upon contact with water, this cleansing oil turns into a milky emulsion
that cleanses and
gently removes make-up and impurities from the skin surface.
For optimum comfort, linseed oil with nourishing properties and rich
 in elements essential to
the skin, offers an immediate cocooning effect.
Perfectly cleansed, the skin is soft and luminous. apply a small a
mount on your face skin
add water and massage it into the skin rinse with water.

Can be used by all skin types

DIAMOND CLEANSING
         COLLECTION



DAY & NIGHT TREATMENT

DIAMOND MOONLIGHT FACIAL OIL ALL ROUND
A facial oil to activate glow and youth .
Cosmos organic certified Ecocert
green life according  to cosmos standard
 100 % natural origin
of total 22% organic of total.
Upon awakening ,the skin is soft , nourished and
regains all its suppleness.
Apply morning and bedtime.

This ethereal and sensory body dry oil leaves on the
skin a satin-soft finish. Its richness in
nourishing oils ensures a perfect glide during the care.
Without oily film, this oil nourishes and provides
the skin softness and comfort.

DIAMOND NUTRI SATIN BODY OIL

NATURAL SKINCARE



STEP BY STEP TREATMENT

DAY USE VELVET SATIN ORGANIC DAY CREAM
This day and night face serum applied every evening
on a cleansed skin.
A few drops are enough; on the the palms of the hands, and apply
from the center of the face to,its outline, and on the neck.
COSMOS ORGANIC ECOCERT.NO FRAGRANCE

NIGHT USE VELVET SATIN ORGANIC NIGHT CREAM
This instant radiance slepping mask cream
with a softly light texture
treat the skin in a cocoon way of softness.
Apply before bedtime
COSMOS ORGANIC ECOCERT.NO FRAGRANCE

TREATMENT MASK

DIAMOND WHITE MASK
Combining efficiency and simplicity,
the 2-in-1 scrub & mask provides
to the skin a double action:
The concentrates the softness of a
mask and the effectiveness of a scrub.
This exfoliating mask gently removes
impurities giving back
radiance to the skin.

FRAGRANCE ALLERGY CONCERN



                 DIAMOND
MOISTURIZING COLLECTION

TREATMENT

ALL ROUND USE CREAM DAY & NIGHT

DIAMOND MARINE MOISTURIZING CREAM  ( HYALURONIC)
This moisturizing cream with hyaluronic acid, is a concentrate
of natural active ingredients to
stimulate collagen production. Its tested moisturizing
effectiveness, make it an ideal repairing care
for your skin. Brown seaweed extract, hyaluronic
acid, marine spring water.

MASK

MOISTURIZING COMFORT MASK SMALL POWER
Apply this mask on a previously cleansed and dry skin.
Massage the face in circular motions
The transformation of the texture can be more or less fast depending
on the skin, let it work in 15 minutes Rinse off with water.



SPECIAL LUXURY TREATMENT

DIAMOND PEARL SERUM .
This rich, intense serum works in synergie to reduce signs with
active botanical ingredient.
Skin feel plumped and deeply hydrated with a silky touch.
Skin elasticity will improve and the skin will be firmer .
This genuine precious serum with marine pearls derived from
brown seaweed, mixes the active ingridients of
the pearls and give the skin a radience boost.
Protect against pollution.

DIAMOND SOOTHING SERUM
This day and night face serum applied every evening on a cleansed skin.
A few drops are enough;
on the the palms of the hands, and apply from the center of the
face to its outline, and on the neck.

Normal  and dry skin allround use

DIAMOND LIFTING ANTI AGE
              COLLECTION



MORNING
STEP 1
DIAMOND YOUTH SERUM
The argireline active ingredient blocks the transfer of acetylcholine,
a neurot ransmitter in the  nerve cells which is responsible for the
facial muscles contraction, the result being
deep wrinkles formation.
In addition, the argireline effect relies upon a peptide
which both reduces the depth of expression
wrinkles and helps to fight against their development .
All round booster. For ekstra youth boost .

STEP 2
DIAMOND CREAM LIFTING
Rich in Rich in vitamins A, E and marine botanicals strengthens the
tissues’ elasticity and revitalizes the skin. Its content in NMF
(Natural Moisturizing Factor) improves also the skin
moisturization level and its vitality.

NIGHT
STEP 1
DIAMOND LIFTING EFFECT SLEEP OVER MASK
This instant radiance slepping mask cream with a softly light texture
treat the skin in a cocoon way of softness. Over the night it delivers
the benefits of its anti ageing active ingredient  to fight against the
first signs of time and intensively nourish the skin.
With this sleeping mask rejuvenate your skin while sleeping
and wake up with fresh and radiant skin.Apply before bedtime

STEP 2
DIAMOND EYE SERUM
Reduce puffy eye bags Rich in marine collagen, this werum smoothes
also wrinkles for an immediate revivingeffect where as the camomile
has a calming action on the skin.
Moisturizing, Regenerating, Vitamin C, E&A, marine collagen.

DIAMOND LIFTING ANTI AGE
              COLLECTION



DIAMOND LIFTING ANTI AGE
              COLLECTION

CLEANSING

DIAMOND CLEANSING OIL    ( MAKE UP REMOVE & WASH OIL)
Upon contact with water, this cleansing oil turns into a milky
emulsion that cleanses and
gently removes make-up and impurities from the skin surface.
For optimum comfort, linseed oil with nourishing properties
and rich in elements essential to
the skin, offers an immediate cocooning effect.
Perfectly cleansed, the skin is soft and luminous. apply a
small amount on your face skin
add water and massage it into the skin rinse with water.



DIAMOND LIFTING ANTI AGE
              COLLECTION

DIAMOND MARINE BODY BUTTER

Butteriness: intensely hydrates to give the epidermis a maximum of
comfort and flexibility.
Vitamin A protective and antiooxidant actions recognieed on skin.
SMOOTHER 120% SOFTNESS 70% FIRMER UP TO 70&

DIAMOND MARINE HYDRA BODY MILK

Concentrated in sensoriality, this velvety care naturally the
body skin with its creamy
and melting texture. Nourishing plant oilsand shea butter
diffuse their benefits.
Stimulating, laminara seaweed extract and
vitamin E boost and revitalize the skin, from the tip of the feet to the neck.
Wrapped in a cocoon of softness, the skin feels hydrated, soft and smooth

Can be used by all skin types



WWW.ANNEJENSENBEAUTY.COM


